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Announcement of the Honorees for the AfIA Awards 2012

African Achievers Awards [AfIA] are presented every year by African Achievers International and NAD (Nile African Development) to an individual or institution whose complete work has made an important and lasting contribution to change the lives of Africans in Africa or around the world. AfIA National and Regional Sections from the 4 regions around the world have made their selections, submitting thousands of nominations/entries for the 2012 AfIA Awards and the Honourees for AfIA 2012 are:
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Odimegwu Onwumere
Twesigye J. Kaguri
Victor Gotevbe
Nile Breweries Limited
Obinna Udenwe
2012 Honourees
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IMPACT: AfIA Awards focus on recognizing the most impactful and compelling achievements in the grassroots of Africa.